1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Tic disorders (including Tourette syndrome and Chronic Tic Disorder: TS/CTD) are complex childhood-onset neuropsychiatric disorders of the central nervous system characterized by the presence of motor and/or vocal tics. Tics are movements or noises, often brief and repeated many times a day in a stereotyped fashion, that may look intentional but serve no useful purpose ([@bib0030]). Common tics include forceful eye blinking, nose twitching, head jerking, sniffing, and throat clearing. The average age of tic onset in TS/CTD is ∼6 years old ([@bib0240], [@bib0230]), and tics must be present for at least a year to diagnose TS/CTD. Though historically thought to be rare disorders, careful epidemiologic studies show that TS and CTD affect at least 2--6% of all children ([@bib0180], [@bib0320], [@bib0090]). Many more children have tics for less than a year, with point prevalence estimates of about 20% of school-aged children ([@bib0220], [@bib0345], [@bib0210], [@bib0090]). Therefore, within the first year after tic onset, some children experience marked improvement or become asymptomatic, while others develop a chronic disorder that can substantially impair their quality of life ([@bib0055], [@bib0105], [@bib0110]).

Tics are distinguished from other abnormal movements in several ways, one of which is that there is usually some degree of voluntary control ([@bib0325], [@bib0030], [@bib0225]). Specifically, many adults and children with TS/CTD can suppress tics, at least briefly, and often attempt to suppress tics, especially in certain environmental contexts such as social gatherings or school. Because of this partial voluntary control, TS/CTD has been thought to involve faulty inhibitory control processes ([@bib0270]). In addition, tics are often described as being preceded by a "premonitory urge," defined as a feeling of discomfort (e.g., a sensation like itch or pressure, or a sense that one must tic). This premonitory urge is temporarily relieved by the performance of a tic ([@bib0230]). Thus, tics may reflect deficient inhibitory control over the motor response to this urge.

The issue of inhibitory control in TS/CTD is actually quite complex, as there is debate over whether certain domains of inhibitory control are in fact affected. For example, some electrophysiological studies (using transcranial magnetic stimulation) have found reduced cortical inhibition in the primary motor cortex in TS/CTD ([@bib0410], [@bib0135]), suggesting altered motor inhibition. However, other studies have shown that differences in cortical excitability may be more related to comorbid attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) symptoms than to tics ([@bib0130], [@bib0280]). Similarly, although behavioral studies in children and adults with TS/CTD have demonstrated impairments in response inhibition, selective attention, and cognitive flexibility ([@bib0035], [@bib0060], [@bib0065], [@bib0385]), some have argued that these impairments are driven by comorbid conditions, including ADHD and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) ([@bib0285], [@bib0100]). Further, some studies have even shown evidence for enhanced executive function in TS/CTD ([@bib0275], [@bib0185]). Neuroimaging data are also somewhat inconsistent (for a review, see [@bib0140]). There is some evidence for atypical and immature task control systems in the brain in TS/CTD ([@bib0070], [@bib0075], [@bib0380]) as well as atypical activation of frontostriatal regions posited to support inhibitory control ([@bib0010]) in TS/CTD ([@bib0150], [@bib0260], [@bib0025], [@bib0310]). However, the directions of specific effects were inconsistent among the fMRI studies, and others have not been able to replicate differences between TS/CTD and controls with similar study designs ([@bib0155], [@bib0095]). EEG and fMRI studies specifically investigating tic suppression have shown increased activation in frontostriatal regions that support inhibitory control during active tic suppression in children and adults with TS/CTD ([@bib0300], [@bib0175]). Thus, while studies of inhibitory control per se in TS/CTD may be inconsistent, a relationship between tic suppression and inhibitory control mechanisms likely exists.

The ability to suppress tics has been measured using a standardized tic suppression paradigm ([@bib0395]). In this task, children are seated in front of a "tic detector" (described below) and asked to suppress or not to suppress their tics under varying conditions. Studies using this task have demonstrated that children with TS/CTD can suppress tics in response to a simple verbal request, though suppression is inconsistent and varies among individuals ([@bib0265], [@bib0080]). By contrast, when immediate rewards are given for brief periods of successful tic suppression, children with TS/CTD can robustly and reliably reduce tic rate ([@bib0395], [@bib0160], [@bib0170], [@bib0165], [@bib0405], [@bib0350]). Further, rewards delivered specifically when tics were suppressed led to better tic suppression than rewards given without a temporal link to tic behavior ([@bib0165]). In other words, contextual variables that were not immediately linked to tic behavior (i.e., a verbal request to suppress tics, or non-contingent reward) had less impact on tics than contingent rewards. Thus, the presence of a reward that is specifically contingent upon tic behavior may create an environmental context for more consistent tic suppression in TS/CTD.

Since a diagnosis of TS/CTD requires tics to be present for a minimum of one year, the children in the cited tic suppression studies had been living with tics for at least a year and usually much longer. Years of experience with tics usually brings years of experience attempting to suppress tics, and some argue that this experience enhances inhibitory control in TS/CTD ([@bib0190]). Thus, it is unclear whether inhibitory control over tics is present at the onset of the tic disorder or develops with experience. In the present study, we investigated children whose tics began within the previous six months. Surprisingly little is known from controlled studies about children with recent-onset tics. Anecdotally, many of these children display little awareness of their tics, and few of them have experienced the social pressure to inhibit their tics that children with TS/CTD have experienced. Children with recent-onset tics have, at most, a few months' experience suppressing tics, and the extent to which they can suppress tics has not been reported.

The present study tested whether children with recent-onset tics are capable of suppressing their tics and if so, whether an environmental contingency (namely, reward) modifies this ability. Given evidence that reward can enhance inhibitory control in children without tics ([@bib0290], [@bib0120]), we hypothesized that children with recent-onset tics would be able to suppress tics successfully when rewarded for doing so, even though they have little to no experience suppressing tics.

2. Methods {#sec0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#sec0015}
-----------------

Children with recent-onset tics (DSM-IV-TR Transient Tic Disorder) were recruited for this study via clinicians in the Washington University School of Medicine Movement Disorders Center, faculty and fellows from child neurology and child psychiatry, local pediatricians, and flyers posted in the Washington University community. Participants had tics at the time of the study visit, but no tics prior to six months before the visit. Multiple sources of information were used to determine the best estimate of tic onset date, including queries to parent and child regarding tic onset during diagnostic interviews, careful discussion with the parent and child, and in some cases, reviewing home videos or talking to current and past teachers. Repetitive behaviors that were diagnostically ambiguous (e.g., knuckle popping, rhythmic foot tapping, repeatedly poking a sibling) were not considered for dating tic onset. Since historical information was imperfect, children were also allowed to enroll if they had a single possible tic that had disappeared at least a year prior to the current episode, which was true for 2 of the children enrolled (ages 8.5 and 14.3 years). Of 28 children recruited, 5 were determined ineligible during screening due to tics for more than 6 months prior to the visit, 1 was not interested after screening, and 1 dropped after screening for personal reasons. Thus, 21 children (14 male, 7 female) with recent-onset tics, ages 5--14 years (mean = 8.14, SD = 2.79), all right-handed, participated in the study. Exclusion criteria included a neurological disorder other than tics or migraine, known structural brain disease, mental retardation, autism, psychosis, mania, current major depression, severe systemic illness, or non-proficiency with the English language. A parent/guardian gave informed consent for each child, and children assented to participation. Subjects were compensated for their participation. The Washington University Human Research Protection Office (IRB) approved the study. [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} summarizes demographic and clinical information and Supplemental Table S1 provides individual participant information.Table 1Participant information; data listed as "mean (SD); range" where appropriate.*N*21Male/female14/7Age8.14 (2.79); 5.0--14.5IQ109.3 (15.1); 83--127Months since tic onset3.51 (1.45); 0.82--5.98YGTSSTotal tic score16.6 (6.9); 7--29Motor tic score10.2 (4.9); 0--17Vocal tic score6.3 (5.2); 0--15YGTSS impairment rating8.5 (9.0); 0--30PUTS[a](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}12.8 (5.2); 9--29DCI33.4 (14.8); 14--60CY-BOCS7.7 (6.6); 0--20ADHD rating16.0 (9.6); 0--36SRS50.5 (8.8); 36--67SES (Barratt)51.3 (11.5); 28.5--66No. on psychoactive medication2[b](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}No. with ADHD (current or past)11[c](#tblfn0015){ref-type="table-fn"}No. with OCD (current or past)6No. with other anxiety disorder (current or past)8 (4 specific phobia, 2 separation anxiety disorder, 1 agoraphobia, 2 social phobia, 1 generalized anxiety disorder, 1 avoidant disorder)No. with other K-SADS diagnosis7 (1 oppositional defiant disorder, 1 depressive disorder not otherwise specified, 7 enuresis, 1 encopresis)No. with no non-tic K-SADS diagnosis1[^1][^2][^3]

2.2. Clinical assessment {#sec0020}
------------------------

Parents and children were interviewed separately by two trained raters to assess psychiatric comorbidity using the Kiddie-Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia: K-SADS ([@bib0200]). Over the course of the study, three raters participated, all of whom had masters-level credentials in counseling or social work, several years' previous experience in psychiatric diagnostic interviewing, and additional training with author KJB on psychiatric diagnosis in TS. A psychiatric rater, with at least 10 years' experience, reviewed information from the parent and child interviews. Final diagnoses were determined by clinical judgment from all available information according to the K-SADS instructions. Author KJB was the arbiter for any diagnostic questions. Author KJB also examined all children for TS/CTD, ADHD, and OCD ([@bib0355]), assessed current symptom severity with the Yale Global Tic Severity Scale \[YGTSS; total tic score range 0--50, impairment score range 0--50, higher scores indicate greater severity ([@bib0235])\], Children\'s Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale \[CYBOCS; range 0--40, higher scores indicate greater severity ([@bib0335])\], and ADHD Rating Scale \[range 0--54, higher scores indicate greater severity ([@bib0015])\], and assessed typical historical features of TS with the Diagnostic Confidence Index \[DCI; range 0--100, higher scores indicate more "typical" TS ([@bib0325])\]. Parents also completed the YGTSS tic symptom checklist, the Child Behavior Checklist \[CBCL ([@bib0005])\], the Social Responsiveness Scale \[SRS ([@bib0085])\], the Barratt Simplified Measure of Social Status to assess socioeconomic status (SES) ([@bib0020]), and the PedsQoL to assess quality of life ([@bib0365]). Children completed the Premonitory Urge for Tics Scale \[PUTS; range 9--36, higher scores indicate more premonitory symptoms ([@bib0400])\] with parental help if needed. The K-BIT II ([@bib0195]) was used to estimate IQ. We also recorded handedness, history of maternal smoking or other problems during pregnancy, history of birth complications, and pertinent family history.

These data were collected as part of a study that included neuroimaging and psychometrics. The current manuscript reports the tic suppression data.

2.3. Tic suppression paradigm {#sec0025}
-----------------------------

We implemented a tic suppression paradigm following the procedures of [@bib0395] and [@bib0165]. Participants completed two 5-min sessions under each of four conditions: Baseline, Verbal Instruction, Differential Reinforcement of Zero-rate Ticcing (Differential Reinforcement of Other behavior: DRO), and Noncontingent Reinforcement (NCR). Each condition is described below. During each session, participants were seated in a room facing a token dispenser box (Med Associates, Inc. Part \#ENV-703) with a camera on top and a microphone clipped to their clothing near their larynx. The children were told that the box was a "tic detector" that watches and counts tics using a motion sensor (camera: Linksys wireless camera WVC80N) and sound sensor (microphone: Radio Shack wireless microphone Catalog \#32-1257). The token dispenser dispensed a reward token (poker chip) into a tray when an experimenter in the next room pressed a dispense button. Unbeknownst to the child, the live video and audio feeds were viewed and heard on a laptop computer in the adjacent room, which also recorded the audio and video using CamStudio (<http://camstudio.org/>). During each session, the door was closed so the child was in the room alone (with the exception of one young child who was uncomfortable without his mother in the room with him). The consenting parent was informed that the child would be videotaped and watched during the task, but the child was not told this information. This choice was consistent with previous studies (e.g., [@bib0395], [@bib0165]) and alleviates concerns that awareness of observation may increase tic suppression. The experimenter used a custom computer program on the laptop (Tic Timer™) to record the timing of each tic observed. The Tic Timer™ program tracked non-overlapping 10 s periods during which no tic was observed ("tic-free intervals"), and in the DRO condition this information indicated when a token was to be dispensed.

Prior to each session, the experimenter gave the child specific instructions (Supplementary Materials S3) and ensured comprehension by asking the child to explain the instructions. In the Baseline condition, children were told that the tic detector would watch and count their tics, but that they were free to tic as little or as much as they needed. A tic list was made listing each tic identified during the initial evaluation or observed during the first tic suppression Baseline condition. Before the Verbal Instruction condition, the child was asked to do his/her best to suppress the movements and/or sounds on the tic list. The tic list was also reviewed when necessary prior to each DRO and NCR condition. In the DRO condition, they were told to do their best to suppress these tics, and that they would receive a token for every 10 s that a tic was not detected. Thus, the reward was contingent upon the ability to suppress tics. In the NCR condition, children were told to do their best to suppress their tics, but that they would receive tokens regardless of their tic behavior. The tokens were dispensed at the same time points as they were dispensed during their first DRO session (e.g., if tokens were dispensed at 1:23, 2:05 and 4:37 during the first DRO session, then tokens were only dispensed at those times during both NCR sessions, regardless of the child\'s current behavior). Children were told that at the end of the day, they would be able to exchange tokens for money, about three cents (\$0.03 USD) for each token. The first four sessions followed the same order for all participants: Baseline, Verbal Instruction, DRO, NCR; this order was necessary because we wanted the first Baseline to be as natural as possible, we wanted to exclude past rewards from the first Verbal Instruction condition, and the NCR had to follow a DRO condition since the NCR condition\'s reward timing was yoked to the first DRO session. However, to account for order effects, a second set of four sessions was completed in which the condition order was counterbalanced across participants. All children received between \$2 and \$4 depending on the number of tokens dispensed.

2.4. Tic ratings {#sec0030}
----------------

During the tic suppression paradigm ("live"), a neuropsychiatrist with movement disorders fellowship training (KJB) pressed a button on the Tic Timer™ program every time he observed a tic. After the first Baseline session, only tics on the tic list described in the previous paragraph were counted. The "live" tic recording was needed to provide appropriate rewards, but the experimenter was perforce not blind to the session condition or to the purpose of the study. Therefore, the video recordings were subsequently relabeled and presented in randomized order to a movement disorders trained pediatric neurologist (ARV) who was blind to each session\'s condition and to the purpose of the study. She was given the tic list for each child and recorded the time of each tic in each session using a modified version of the Tic Timer™ program from which all clues had been removed that could unblind the rater.

To measure inter-rater reliability, we calculated the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) using a two-way mixed effects model assessing consistency. The single rater ICC for tic-free intervals was .72 and for tic frequency was 0.75, indicating good reliability across the two raters.

2.5. Data management and analyses {#sec0035}
---------------------------------

Study data were managed using REDCap \[Research Electronic Data Capture\] electronic data capture tools hosted at Washington University ([@bib0145]). Data analyses were conducted on the 20 participants scored by the blind rater (video from one child was lost) and on the 21 participants scored live by the unblinded rater. Here, we report results from the blind ratings (i.e., the rater who was blind to each session\'s condition and to the purpose of the study). Results from the unblinded rater appear in Supplemental Materials (S4). There were two dependent measures for all analyses: (1) number of non-overlapping 10 s tic-free intervals during the session, divided by the session duration ("tic-free intervals"; possible range 0--6 per minute), and (2) tic frequency in tics per minute (number of tics observed in each session, divided by the session duration). As described above, the four task conditions were administered in two sets, with sessions always in the same order for the first set (Baseline, Verbal Instruction, DRO, NCR), but with session order counterbalanced for the second set. To test for an order effect, a repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with Set (first set of sessions, second set of sessions) and Condition (Baseline, Verbal Instruction, DRO, NCR) as within-subjects factors. As there was no significant main effect of Set and no interactions with Set, we collapsed across Set for all subsequent analyses (see Section [3.2](#sec0050){ref-type="sec"}). One-way repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted to test for main effects of Condition, and paired *t* tests were then conducted to compare specific conditions. Pearson\'s *r* was used to test for correlations between the effects of interest and demographic and clinical variables.

3. Results {#sec0040}
==========

3.1. Baseline tic severity, impact, and awareness of tics {#sec0045}
---------------------------------------------------------

Tic severity was relatively mild in this sample (YGTSS Tic scores, [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}), and for most children, tics caused little or no distress and little or no impairment in school, social life, or family life (YGTSS Impairment scores, [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Although unfortunately we did not prospectively record subjective awareness of tics in every child, there is evidence that several children were unaware of tics at study entry. The DCI includes an item to reflect whether the child ever intentionally suppressed tics, and this was scored "no" for 12 of the 21 children. The PUTS was not completed in two children because when asked about urges or sensations before tics (e.g., "before you raise your eyebrows like this"), the child said "I don't do that" or "who cares" (or words of similar effect). For two additional children, one item on the PUTS was incomplete (one by accident and the other because the child did not know the meaning of the words "wound up"). Several children reported that they were not aware of any tics, even when the examiner mimicked specific observed tics after the extensive clinical evaluation.

3.2. Testing for order effects {#sec0050}
------------------------------

As stated previously, here we report the results from the blind rater (*n* = 20). As two children only completed one set of sessions due to fatigue or limited cooperation, the Set × Condition ANOVA to test for an order effect was run on the 18 children who completed both sets. There was no significant main effect of Set, *F*(1,17) = 2.1, *p* = .68, or interaction of Set × Condition, *F*(3,51) = 1.26, *p* = .3, indicating no significant order effect. Therefore, subsequent analyses were performed on the data from all 20 participants collapsed across Set.

3.3. Tic-free intervals {#sec0055}
-----------------------

[Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} displays the mean number of 10 s tic-free intervals for each condition (blind ratings) and Supplemental Table S2 provides individual participant data. The one-way ANOVA on tic-free intervals demonstrated a significant main effect of Condition, *F*(3,57) = 4.01, *p* = .012. Post hoc paired *t* tests confirmed expected significant effects; namely, there were significantly more tic-free intervals in the DRO condition (*M* = 5.03, SD = 0.93) than in the Baseline condition (*M* = 4.35, SD = 0.96), *t*(19) = 2.93, *p* = .009, in the Verbal Instruction condition (*M* = 4.54, SD = 1.02), *t*(19) = 3.82, *p* = .001, and in the NCR condition (*M* = 4.55, SD = 1.44), *t*(19) = 2.44, *p* = .025. All but three children exhibited suppression (i.e., received more rewards) during the DRO condition compared to the baseline condition (see Supplemental Table S2). There was more individual variability in suppression in the other conditions, as 12 of the 20 children exhibited suppression during the Verbal Instruction condition and 13 of the 20 children exhibited suppression during the NCR condition.Fig. 1Mean number of 10 s tic-free intervals per minute during each task condition.

3.4. Tic frequency {#sec0060}
------------------

[Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} displays the mean tic frequency for each condition (blind ratings). The one-way ANOVA on tic frequency did not reveal a significant main effect of condition, *F*(3,57) = 1.94, *p* = .13. However, the mean results followed the expected pattern across conditions. Specifically, tic frequency was lower for the DRO condition (*M* = 2.67, SD = 3.12) than the Baseline condition (*M* = 4.37, SD = 2.95), *t*(19) = 2.35, *p* = .03, and the Verbal Instruction condition (*M* = 3.41, SD = 3.06), *t*(19) = 2.36, *p* = .029. Tic frequency was also lower in the DRO condition than in the NCR condition (*M* = 4.01, SD = 5.62), *t*(19) = 1.76, *p* = .092. Single subject data showed that 15 children showed reduced tic frequency in the DRO condition compared to Baseline, 14 showed reduced tic frequency in the Verbal Instruction condition, and 13 show reduced tic frequency in the NCR condition (see Supplemental Table S2).Fig. 2Mean number of tics per minute (tic frequency) during each task condition.

3.5. Relationships of tic suppression with age, ADHD symptoms, and time since tic onset {#sec0065}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our sample included children younger than in the previous studies of tic suppression. Therefore, we tested whether there was a relationship between the ability to suppress tics and age. The ability to suppress tics was measured as the difference in tic-free intervals and tic frequency between the Baseline condition and each suppression condition (Verbal Instruction, DRO, NCR). Pearson\'s *r* correlations revealed no significant relationship between these difference measures and age (all *p*\'s \> .1). Inspection of the individual subject data patterns showed that the two youngest children in the sample did not exhibit successful tic suppression, suggesting that younger children may have greater difficulty suppressing tics. However, several other children across the age range also did not exhibit suppression in certain conditions. Further, when we split the sample into children younger than 8 years old and children 8 years old and older, there was no significant difference in the degree of suppression between the younger and older children (*p* \> .1).

We also considered whether ADHD symptoms would relate to the ability to suppress tics, as we had hypothesized that children with more severe ADHD may have more difficulty suppressing tics. We found that the ADHD Rating Scale (ARS) score was most strongly correlated with Baseline vs. NCR tic frequency, *r*(18) = .465, *p* = .039 (this correlation was the only one that met statistical significance), Baseline vs. NCR tic-free intervals, *r*(18) = −.417, *p* = .07, Baseline vs. Verbal Instruction tic-free intervals, *r*(18) = −.427, *p* = .06, and Baseline vs. Verbal Instruction tic frequency, *r*(18) = .413, *p* = .07. However, the direction of these correlations was opposite to the predicted direction, indicating that, if anything, children with more ADHD symptoms suppressed their tics to a greater extent. No other correlations had *p* \< .1.

Finally, in this sample, children\'s tics began on average 3.5 months prior to the study visit, but that duration varied from less than 1 month to 6 months. Therefore, we tested for a relationship between time since tic onset and the ability to suppress tics, but found no significant correlations (all *p*\'s \> .1).

4. Discussion {#sec0070}
=============

4.1. Children with recent-onset tics are capable of suppressing their tics {#sec0075}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The present study examined a common, yet rarely studied, population: children with recent-onset tics. We investigated whether or not children with recent-onset tics are capable of suppressing their tics, and whether that ability is modulated by reward. Compared to the Baseline condition (when not instructed to suppress tics), these children had more tic-free periods when asked to suppress tics with and without non-contingent rewards, and even more tic-free periods when immediately rewarded for suppressing tics. This ability to suppress tics was not related to the child\'s age or the number of months since tic onset. Thus, children with recent-onset tics can in fact suppress their tics, and are most successful when an immediate, contingent reward is delivered for tic suppression. These findings extend the results from children with TS/CTD -- who generally have substantial experience suppressing tics -- to children who have only had tics for a few months, with generally modest tic severity and in some cases no awareness of the tics. The largest sample of children previously studied using this tic suppression paradigm was 13 children with TS/CTD. Therefore the present experiment is also the largest study to date using the tic suppression paradigm in children.

4.2. Reward enhances inhibitory control over tics within months of tic onset {#sec0080}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In typical development, there is an interesting relationship between inhibitory control and reward processes. Inhibitory control clearly matures over the course of development, reflected by behavior ([@bib0360], [@bib0245], [@bib0315], [@bib0390], [@bib0250]) and brain development ([@bib0255], [@bib0045], [@bib0330], [@bib0370]). However, only recently have studies investigated the interplay between inhibitory control and reward, demonstrating that reward can indeed modulate inhibitory control. Specifically, the presence of a reward enhanced response inhibition task performance in children, adolescents, and adults ([@bib0290], [@bib0120]). Most interestingly, children and adolescents were capable of adult-level task performance when motivated by a reward. Thus, the presence of an immediate reward enabled optimal, "mature" inhibitory control.

The children previously studied in tic suppression tasks had TS/CTD, and therefore had been living with tics for at least one year, but usually much longer. Children with TS/CTD often attempt to suppress tics in social settings. Therefore, these children not only have ample practice suppressing tics, but it is also likely that they have experienced repeated reinforcement when successful. The social rewards (or avoidance of social punishment) incurred when inhibiting tics in social situations provides a strong motivation to alter behavior. That is, the social incentive to inhibit tics may motivate children with TS/CTD to exert as much inhibitory control over their tics as possible. Thus, one might expect that in children with TS/CTD, the ability to suppress tics in a rewarding context has been learned over years of experience. In fact, it has been argued that such experience enhances inhibitory control broadly in TS/CTD ([@bib0190]). However, our results demonstrate that children with recent-onset tics can successfully suppress their tics when rewarded for doing so, suggesting that this ability is present at tic disorder onset. These children do not have the experience living with and attempting to suppress tics that children with TS/CTD often do. Thus, the modulating effect of reward on inhibitory control is in place early on, at least for many of these children, consistent with the findings in typical development. However, it is important to note that previous studies in TS/CTD reported 60--80% reductions in tic rates ([@bib0395], [@bib0160], [@bib0165], [@bib0405], [@bib0350]), whereas we found a mean reduction in tic frequency close to 40%. Thus, the degree of suppression in the present study was not as strong as the degree of suppression reported in TS/CTD. It is possible that the ability to suppress tics when rewarded improves over time with tics even though it is present early on, supporting the importance of environmental consequences and/or practice in tic suppression. Future longitudinal work can directly examine improvement in the ability to suppress tics over years of experience with tics beginning when children first manifest tics.

4.3. The brain mechanisms underlying rewarded tic suppression are unknown {#sec0085}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

There are a limited number of studies investigating the underlying neural circuitry of tic suppression in TS/CTD ([@bib0300], [@bib0205], [@bib0175]). Only the EEG study of Hong et al. included children, and found prefrontal-sensorimotor cortex interactions during tic suppression. There are no studies investigating the neural correlates of tic suppression in a reward context. Even in typical development, studies investigating the interplay between inhibitory control and reward mechanisms in the brain are scarce. An fMRI study focusing on adolescence found delayed and heightened activity in the ventral striatum in adolescents compared to adults during reward trials on an inhibitory control task ([@bib0125]). Another study that implemented similar methods investigated children, adolescents, and adults, and demonstrated that brain regions supporting inhibitory control and reward processing were recruited in all age groups ([@bib0290]). However, the magnitude of responses showed varying developmental trajectories. Thus, the authors posited that the neural circuitry underlying reward and inhibitory control is in place by childhood, but continues to undergo developmental changes that influence behavior.

Given our results, and the previous results in children with TS/CTD, it would be interesting to understand the relationship between the underlying inhibitory control mechanisms and the underlying reward mechanisms in children with tics. Since tic suppression is enhanced when a reward is provided compared to when the child is simply asked to suppress his/her tics, it seems that engaging reward processing mechanisms leads to enhanced inhibitory control. This suggestion leads to a number of questions: Does the underlying reward circuitry interact with the mechanisms underlying inhibitory control to achieve better performance? Or are inhibitory control mechanisms bypassed when reward processes are engaged? Future work studying tic suppression both with and without reward using neuroimaging methods would help elucidate these questions. Further, future work examining children with recent-onset tics can investigate whether or not the mechanisms involved in tic suppression at tic disorder onset change over time as a child lives with tics for years or as tics improve into late adolescence.

4.4. Comorbid conditions and medications {#sec0090}
----------------------------------------

This study included children with conditions commonly comorbid with tic disorders and children currently taking psychoactive medications. Only two children in our sample were taking psychoactive medications (both for ADHD), yet a majority of the children had a comorbid condition. This is not surprising, since about 60% of patients with TS/CTD have ADHD, 30% have OCD, and only 10--15% have no comorbidities ([@bib0115]). In our sample, 52% had ADHD (the number was 76% when including ADHD NOS), 29% had OCD, and 4.7% had no comorbidities at all. Therefore, our sample is quite representative of clinical tic disorders samples, and our results are more generalizable to children who first present with tics than if we had excluded comorbid conditions. As more than half of our subjects had ADHD, we did consider whether increased severity of ADHD symptoms would adversely affect the children\'s ability to suppress tics. Children with ADHD are expected to have difficulty staying on task for a period of time, especially when seated alone in a room for a total of 40 min. In fact, there is some evidence that attentional deficits are associated with worse tic suppression ([@bib0160], [@bib0405]). However, the correlations between ADHD severity and tic suppression in the present study leaned opposite the predicted direction. Thus, even children with recent-onset tics who have ADHD can suppress tics when provided with an immediate reward.

4.5. Limitations {#sec0095}
----------------

There are some limitations of this study that should be noted. First, determining the date of tic onset is difficult, as there is no clinical gold standard for doing so. We used clinical approaches with multiple sources of information (see Section [2](#sec0010){ref-type="sec"}) to narrow in on a date for each child to the best of our ability. For some children, the exact date was clear (e.g., emergency room visit the day tics were first noticed). For others, the date was less clear, so we used all available information to determine a best estimate date (e.g., a teacher first noticed a tic in August and a parent recalled the same tic at a birthday party in mid-June, but the tics were never noticed prior to June by parent, child, or the teacher from the previous year). Second, there is the possibility that children in this study had a history of prior tics that were unnoticed. To address this issue to the best of our ability, the parent completed the YGTSS tic symptom checklist, we reviewed each child\'s history carefully with the child and parent (including with the semi-structured K-SADS interviews), we educated parents about possible tics (e.g., frequent blinking that the parent could have overlooked may be a tic), and we determined an onset date for any tics observed at screening but not reported by the parent or child. This thorough process successfully identified previous, unrecognized tics in 7 children originally thought to have recent onset. However, there is still the possibility that other past tics may have gone completely unnoticed, which is an inevitable limitation of studying this population. A third limitation is the absence of a specific measure of tic awareness. Some of the measures we administered (DCI, PUTS) included questions about phenomena related to tic awareness, and anecdotally several children reported no awareness of their tics. However, a prospective measure of tic awareness would have been beneficial. A final limitation of our study is the potential for a biased sample, as it included (1) children whose parents, family, physician, or teachers actually noticed their tics, and (2) children whose parents were willing to participate in a somewhat time-consuming research study. In fact, half of our sample was recruited from clinical sources, whereas population studies find that most children with Transient Tic Disorder have not come to clinical attention ([@bib0215]). Thus, it is possible that we captured only those children with more severe tics. On the other hand, many of these children had only mild tics at screening. We speculate that our advertising the study in the community and to pediatricians facilitated detection of milder cases. We believe this sample includes the full range of severity, but only a future study with random population sampling can completely rule out selection bias.

4.6. Implications {#sec0100}
-----------------

We are not aware of any previous data on tic suppression in children with recent-onset tics. In fact, the only studies on this population have focused on epidemiology and clinical characteristics ([@bib0340], [@bib0050], [@bib0040], [@bib0295]). Understanding this early stage of a tic disorder is important for clarifying characteristics and behaviors that are intrinsic to the disorder versus those that develop with years of having tics.

The observation that children with recent-onset tics can suppress their tics, and that tic suppression can be improved with consistent timely rewards, can be seen as hopeful since behavior therapy for TS/CTD -- e.g., Cognitive Behavioral Intervention for Tics (CBIT) -- depends upon the modulation of tic frequency by environmental contingencies ([@bib0305]). Even though CBIT encourages awareness of premonitory sensations, our results suggest that CBIT may still have possible benefit as a first line of therapy even if premonitory sensations are not reported, as some children in our study reported no premonitory sensations and some were unaware of their tics entirely, yet they still were able to suppress tics when rewarded. Further, the observation that children suppressed tics better with immediate rewards than with the presumed intangible and delayed social reward in the Verbal Instruction condition suggests the intriguing hypothesis that therapeutic instruction in tic inhibition (e.g., with competing responses as in CBIT or exposure with response prevention ([@bib0375])) augmented with immediate reward may enhance outcomes or benefit TS/CTD patients who do not improve with these strategies alone. In the recent-onset tic population, early intervention with behavior therapy may provide substantial clinical benefit in the short term or even reduce future morbidity. On the other hand, since as many as 20% of children have tics at some point, while only 2--6% of all children go on to a diagnosis of TS/CTD, intervention may be superfluous for many children with Transient Tic Disorder (revised to Provisional Tic Disorder in DSM5). Thus the ability to predict which children will go on to have a chronic disorder could revolutionize treatment approaches and clinical care. Furthermore, parents of a child with recent-onset tics want to know prognosis. Yet few studies have prospectively addressed outcome. In the present study, children with recent onset tics were generally capable of suppressing their tics, yet there was individual variability in tic suppression. Does this ability to suppress tics at tic disorder onset predict symptom progression? We are currently collecting longitudinal follow-up data from these children in order to answer this very question.
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[^1]: *N* = 17, as the PUTS was incomplete for four children.

[^2]: Two additional children took occasional diphenhydramine and one additional child took occasional chlorpheniramine for seasonal rhinitis.

[^3]: Five additional children were diagnosed with ADHD Not Otherwise Specified
